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ABSTRACT
Duty cycle design is an important topic in body area net-
works. As small sensors are equipped with the limited power
source, the extension of network lifetime is generally achieved
by reducing the network energy consumption, for instance
through duty cycle schemes. However, the duty cycle design
is a highly complex NP-hard problem and its computation-
al complexity is too high with exhaustive search algorithm
for practical implementation. In order to extend the net-
work lifetime, we proposed a novel quantum immune clon-
al evolutionary algorithm (QICEA) for duty cycle design
while maintaining full coverage in the monitoring area. The
QICEA is tested, and a performance comparison is made
with simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA).
Simulation results show that compared to the SA and the
GA, the proposed QICEA can extending the lifetime of body
area networks and enhancing the energy efficiency effective-
ly.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.1 [Mathematics of Computing]: Discrete Mathe-
matics—Combinatorics; F.2.2 [Theory of Computation]:
Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Ccomplexity—Nonnu-
merical Algorithms and Problems

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords

Wireless sensor networks, duty cycle design, evolutionary
algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in micro-sensor and technology growth
in the field of wireless communications has facilitated the
deployment of more capable body area networks to moni-
tor and manage patients intelligently. A body area network
generally consists of a number of sensor nodes for exact sens-
ing with a wide range of potential disease. Limited by their
size, small wireless sensors are generally low-cost, low-power
devices with the restricted power source and limited sensing
range. Due to the limited power source, Lifetime optimiza-
tion through duty cycle design has always been an impor-
tant issue of the body area networks. Careful duty cycle
design can be an effective optimization means for achieving
the maximal network lifetime with full coverage constraints.
However, the computational complexity of duty cycle design
problem increases exponentially with the increment of the
number and the lifetime of nodes. Thus, the duty cycle de-
sign problem can be formulated as a nonlinear combination-
al optimization problem and its computational complexity
is too high with exhaustive search algorithm for practical
implementation[1].

Fortunately, the heuristic algorithms provide a perfect solu-
tion to the nonlinear combinational optimization problem,
which include the particle swarm optimization (PSO), the
genetic algorithm (GA) and the simulated annealing (SA).
A research effort to the duty cycle design problem based
on the greedy algorithm can be found in [2]. Their work
focused on improving the scheduling scheme for sensor set-
s. The greedy algorithm is simple and fast, but it usually
yields shorter network lifetime than evolutionary algorithm-
s. GA method was first introduced in [3]. In [3], the im-
proved GA were proposed for optimizing node scheduling in
wireless sensor networks. Their algorithms have shown to
perform well on a sensor networks with limited number of
nodes. But it suffers from a premature convergence and low
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convergence rate when the number of nodes is high. A duty
cycle design scheme is proposed in [4] and PSO is used to
solve the problem. However, in practice, it gets stuck into
local optima and falls into evolutionary stagnation.

Based on the quantum theory, we proposed a quantum im-
mune clonal evolutionary algorithm (QICEA) for duty cy-
cle design in body area networks which can achieve a longer
network lifetime while maintaining full coverage in the mon-
itoring area. QICEA combines quantum computation and
artificial immune clonal algorithm, where the elements of the
antibody population are Q-bits. Simulation results show
that this QICEA for duty cycle design problem in body
area networks enjoys longer network lifetime compared to
the conventional GA and SA method while maintaining full
coverage in the monitoring area.

2. THE SYSTEM MODEL
This section describes the system model of the duty cycle
design problem with respect to the limited sensing range,
the restricted node energy, and the full coverage constraint.
Cardei have used a similar model to demonstrate that the
duty cycle design problem in sensor networks is NP hard[2].
In this work, a network lifetime system based on round units
is employed to model the duty cycle design problem.

Consider a body area network system with M targets and
N sensor nodes distributed over the monitoring area, the
sensing relationship can be shown as

R =


r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,M−1 r1,M
r2,1 r2,2 · · · r2,M−1 r2,M
... rn,m

...
rN−1,1 rN−1,2 · · · rN−1,M−1 rN−1,M

rN,1 rN,2 · · · rN,M−1 rN,M


(rn,m ∈ {0, 1})

(1)

where rn,m is the sensing relationship between the m-th tar-
get and n-th sensor , rn,m=1 stands for the m-th target is
within the sensing range of the n-th sensor, and rn,m= 0
otherwise.

Assume that the unit of lifetime is round and the maximum
lifetime of each sensor node is D rounds, the duty cycle of
the body area network can be represented as

L =


l1,1 l1,2 · · · l1,N−1 l1,N
l2,1 l2,2 · · · l2,N−1 l2,N
... li,n

...
lND−1,1 lND−1,2 · · · lND−1,N−1 lND−1,N

lND,1 lND,2 · · · lND,N−1 lND,N


(li,n ∈ {0, 1})

(2)
where li,n = 1 represent the n-th sensor is in active mode
in round i, and li,n = 0 represent the n-th sensor is in sleep
mode in round i. The monitoring cycle can be formulated as
the form of matrix multiplication, which can be represented

as

LR =



N∑
n=1

l1,nrn,1 · · ·
N∑

n=1

l1,nrn,M

...
N∑

n=1

li,nrn,m

...

N∑
n=1

lND,nrn,1 · · ·
N∑

n=1

lND,nrn,M


(3)

where
N∑

n=1

li,nrn,m > 0 represent the m-th target is moni-

tored by at least one sensor in round i, and
N∑

n=1

li,nrn,m = 0

otherwise. In order to maintain full coverage in the moni-
toring area in the i-th round, all elements in i-th row must
be positive. Thus, from top to bottom, if all elements from
row 1 to row i is positive, the network lifetime is longer
than i round. So the system model of the duty cycle design
problem can be represented as

Objective:

f(L) = row zero(LR)− 1 (4)

Subject to:

ND∑
i=1

li,n ≤ D,n = 1 . . . N (5)

where row zero is the row number for the first zero elemen-
t that from top to bottom in matrix LR. The constraint
ND∑
i=1

li,n ≤ D,n = 1 . . . N represent that the maximum life-

time of each sensor node is D rounds.

From the system model, we can see that the number of pos-
sible duty cycle combination increases exponentially with
the sensor number and the maximum lifetime of nodes. So
QICEA is proposed to solve this problem.

3. ENERGY EFFICIENT DUTY CYCLE DE-
SIGN BASED ON QICEA

Based on the quantum and the clonal selection theory, we in-
troduced a QICEA to enhance the performance of tradition-
al evolutionary algorithms. Compared with the traditional
iterative optimization methods, QICEA with quantum bit
representation can explore the search space with a linear
superposition of states. The key steps of QICEA include
antibody encoding, initial antibody generation, affinity cal-
culation, antibody selection and clonal mutation operation,
etc.

3.1 Antibody Encoding
In QICEA, a Q-bit is a kind of probabilistic representation.
It can be in the basis state |0⟩, in the basis state |1⟩, or in
any superposition of the two states. As the quantum bit can
represent a linear superposition of all possible solutions, its
population diversity is higher than other representation. It
can be defined as

|ψ⟩ = α |0⟩+ β |1⟩ (6)

where α and β denote the probability amplitudes of the |0⟩
state and the |1⟩ state, which satisfying

|α|2+|β|2=1 (7)



|α|2 and |β|2 are the probability that specify the probability
amplitudes of |0⟩ state and the |1⟩ state.

A quantum antibody, which is a form of the probabilities
of states, is a Sine and Cosine representation of all binary
solution states and is more straightforward than traditional
Q-bits representation. A quantum antibody with N sensors
and maximum lifetime of ND rounds can be represented as

Y =

[∣∣∣∣ cos(θ1,1)
sin(θ1,1)

∣∣∣∣ cos(θ1,2)
sin(θ1,2)

∣∣∣∣ · · ·
· · ·

∣∣∣∣ cos(θND,N )
sin(θND,N )

∣∣∣∣] (8)

where the θ give the probabilities that the quantum bit
exists in states |0⟩ and |1⟩ respectively, which must satisfy{

cos2(θ) = |α|2

sin2(θ) = |β|2 (9)

3.2 Initial Antibody Generation
In QICEA, all the angles of quantum antibody are initialized
with the Chebyshev map, which can be represented as

θj = 2π × |χj | (10)

where χj ∈ (−1, 1)is the Chebyshev chaotic random num-
ber, which can be generated as

χj+1 = cos(ϕ arccosχj) (11)

where ϕ ≥ 2 is a constant parameter. It means that al-
l possible angles appear with a random probability at the
beginning.

3.3 Affinity Calculation
For the duty cycle design problem, the quantum antibody
should be converted to a binary solution for evaluation.

pi,n =

{
0 random[0, 1] ≤ cos2(θi,n)
1 random[0, 1] > cos2(θi,n)

(12)

The binary result is calculated for the affinity with formula
(4). When the binary solution do not satisfy the constraint
(5), we need to reduce the number of working rounds via
change some 1 to 0 for the corresponding node in binary
solution.

3.4 Antibody Selection and Clonal Mutation
Operation

Unlike the general QEA, a clonal selection is applied in
QICEA to determine the antibody with the highest affin-
ity. We assume there are S antibodies in the population.
First all antibodies are ranked in decreasing order of affinity.
Then the first r antibodies with higher affinity are selected
for cloning. The number of clone copies can be represented
as

Zk =

⌈
ρS

k

⌉
(13)

where Zk is the number of copies that cloned by the k-th
antibody, ⌈⌉ is ceil rounding operation and ρ is a multiplying
factor that is chosen empirically. In order to enlarge the
population size, the total number of cloned antibody Num
must satisfy

Num =

r∑
q=1

Zk ≥ S (14)

Then the clonal mutation is performed on the cloned anti-
body population with a quantum gate. In QICEA, the state

of Num quantum antibodies can be randomly converted by
the a rotation gate, which can be represented as[

cos(θi,n +∆θj)
sin(θi,n +∆θj)

]
=[

cos (∆θj) − sin (∆θj)
sin (∆θj) cos (∆θj)

] [
cos θi,n
sin θi,n

] (15)

where ∆θj is a random rotation angle for the (i, n) angle
in mutation operation. In order to ensure randomness of
∆θj , we use the Logistic map to generate ∆θj , which can be
represented as

∆θj = λ(2xj+1 − 1) (16)

where λ is a constant parameter that control the rotation
angle, xj+1 is generated by the Logistic map, which can be
represented as

xj+1 = µxj(1− xj), j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , ND ×N (17)

where µ=4 is a constant parameter of the Logistic map. We
use a quantum NOT gate to update the quantum antibody
with a small probability, which can be represented as[

0 1
1 0

] [
cos θi
sin θi

]
=

[
sin θi
cos θi

]
(18)

We can see that probability amplitude of |0⟩ state and |1⟩
state exchanged. After the clonal mutation operation, the
QICEA select S − r antibodies from Num quantum anti-
bodies. The combination of these S − r antibodies and the
original r antibodies will form a new population with S an-
tibodies.

3.5 Basic Steps
The basic steps of QICEA for energy efficient duty cycle
design are described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 The QICEA based energy efficient duty cycle
design

1: Begin
2: Generate the initial antibodies
3: Quantum state observation for the initial antibodies
4: Evaluate the affinity for the initial antibodies
5: while Algorithm has not reached designated iterations

do
6: Antibody selection
7: Clonal mutation
8: Quantum state observation for the antibodies
9: Evaluate the affinity for the antibodies
10: Form a new population with high-affinity antibodies
11: end while
12: Output the antibody with highest affinity
13: End

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUS-
SION

In this section, the proposed QICEA is tested with differ-
ent sensors and targets deployments for the energy efficient
duty cycle design problem. The monitoring area is set to
1.5×1.5m, and the sensor nodes and targets are distributed
randomly in it. The sensing radius for each sensor is 0.9m
and the maximum lifetime of each sensor node is 10 rounds.
In QICEA, the number of antibodies is 40. Comparisons
are made with GA and SA. In GA, we set the chromosome
number is 40, the crossover probability to 0.9, the genera-
tion gap to 0.9, the mutation probability to 0.05. In SA, the



Figure 1: The network lifetime with 10 targets and
55 sensors..

Figure 2: The network lifetime with 20 targets and
55 sensors.

initial temperature is set to 500 degrees, annealing temper-
ature coefficient is set to 0.98. The maximum iteration of
all three algorithms is set to 100.

Fig.1 to Fig.2 shows the network lifetime of QICEA, GA,
and SA on the energy efficient duty cycle design problem
with 10 targets, 55 sensors and 20 targets, 55 sensors re-
spectively. From the figures, we can see that our algorithm
produces a duty cycle with longer network lifetime in both
conditions after 100 iterations. In the beginning, conver-
gence rates of all three algorithms increased. However, SA

gets stuck in local optima and is not able to escape it. We
can see that the convergence rate is very slow after 20 iter-
ations which mean the algorithm falls into premature con-
vergence. The performance of GA was shown to outperform
the SA most of the time in the convergence rate as well as
the final network lifetime. It has fast convergence rate at
the beginning but then stabilizes after 50 iterations. It can
be seen that QICEA finds high-quality duty cycle scheme
much faster than SA and GA. It also searches for solutions
more efficiently. Simulation results show that in Fig.1 to
Fig.2, the network lifetime of the proposed QICEA method
is 8.61% and 3.95% longer than that of SA and 6.62% and
2.85% longer than that of GA, which means the QICEA has
a higher energy efficiency.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Duty cycle design is a key problem in the operation of body
area networks. In this paper, we proposed a QICEA for duty
cycle design while maintaining full coverage in the monitor-
ing area. Simulation results show that compared to the SA
and the GA, the proposed QICEA can extending the lifetime
of body area networks and enhancing the energy efficiency
effectively.
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